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paper Places inquiry into4dacher education, in
critical context

ftather.edUcators

raising questions and themes which are of interest to
ell as historians.

The social contexts and-human

factors which influen ed the development of teacher education in the

.

/-

United States inthe Pineteenth and twentieth centuries are eicamined.

More

.specifically; this paper ES,apinquiry into the, nstitutiOnalization of

teachers prepaatibn over the past one hundred yeas with a particular
focus on developing conceptions of profediohalization.

The paper identi-'

fies three'paradigms,of professionalizaiton in tt e history
,preparation:

teaching as a "calling," Reaching as a

ing as A "craft.

The process by which the second paradigm has Comet()

dominate thinking about teaching and teacher preparation and-the effects o
this domination on the practice'ol teachingand preparing teachers are eX-.

TEACHEREDUCATION::. TAKING AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
"We cannot havd great schools if we fail to
build,jo truly great teaching profession."
Terre]. Bell, 1983

rithe.past 'year a plethora of reports critical of our nation's schools

have appeared which have focused publi

and'professional attention on current
-

.-

-RracticesAt teacher-ducation.
e

-

Such a focus is, of course, n t-netnfrom

HOrace Mann, who argued that\the effectiveness o

the...common:schools depended

upon .a supply of well-trained'teachers (Borr*Elan, 1956) to,Terrel Bell quoted
abOve, educators and publiCs' alike have scrutinized teachers and the processes

of preparing teachers.

The questions and criticisms being raised now,,afford

us the opportunity of critically reviewing, once again, the education of
American teachers.
A critical examination of \the edUcation,and socialization processes o

articular occupations must include looking at the higtorical traditions With,

which thbse de74pations function.
a history and these

Every occupation, every profession, has

*orical traditions, as well as the traditions of the

/larger culture,i,

4 life and work of those operating within them

-

(Kliebard an&Franklin,',

8

eacher education programs embody,a set of

collective traditions; to view these programs only with the eye of the present, is to obscureAloth the roots and the, meanings of current forms.

nt can benefit from a critical
Teacher,educators, as wellas historia,
reading of their own collective history.

cess through which to uncover the

Historical inquiry provides a pro-

ideLand

modes of thought which supported

the development of certain social practices and institutions at particular
times.

Seeing only things "as they are" makes it too easy, to take foregranted

curt orms and practices, too easy not to question'the underlying assumptions and power relationships, too easy not to consideValternatives.

The

development 'Of current forms was neither inevitable nor without alternatives

Ahhi§torical perspective,

and ConfliCt.

.

through which6o 'critically examine current practice.

.T-h-Ls.paper-Aoeginsnd__
influenced the development of teacher, education in America in the nineteenth
and t entieth_centuriesMore specifically, this papers an inquiry into the

itutionalization of teacher preparation over the past one hundred years.:
focus particularly upon conceptions of professionalizatian which guAd
at process.

By institutionalization; I mean the, development of systemP of collectiye
behavior and thought (Mattingly,, 1983).

Such-systems are often, taken fore=

granted; we function within them but fail to questidn their
-ings.

rigins and mean-

Yet inouiry into the development Winstitutions-can bring

portant-,

/

insight.' "The institution acts as

kind of historical prism, identifying

individuals ;' rhetoricsand groupings of a sgnificant collective endeavor
over time" (Mattingly, p. 50,1983).;

The p-articular fOcusupon conceptions of

professionalization is intended to make probl matic some of-the rhetoric which
4

has recurred throughout. the ,history of teache

education in this country,

It

;

is hoped that this will illuminate various co ceptions of the;rofe of teacher

which lay beneath the rhet ric of respect and expectation;

The Professionalizationof: few-thing

It isuteful to begin with brief, discussion '
-The

the term professionalization,

move toward the professionalization of occupations in the nineteenth and

twentieth centuries, may be seen as an attempt on the part of service occupations

to

develop:the power to win public confidence.in Order to attain a monopoly on
k

the particular service being offered (Larson, 1977):
sought to lay

autonomy in action

Members of a profession

nsidecision-making in exchange for

assurances to the public of expert service and ethicarbehavior.

Control of

members of the$rofession, their training and practice, would come from the

service would be assured thibug
-

-Professional control over the ptoduttion

,;

.of and access: to the knowledge base df" the profession.
t

r

Professionalization,

y.

An/Short, was a Way, to gain poweT, n a:society in which traditional forms of

hort

Were breakingdoWn ,1(POPkewitz= 1982);
'

r

9

1

ecific meanings of
in the

work And

rhetori'd

f

profesiionalization,of teaching topic shape,

1 ading educators over the last two centuries,
/

/

An the.inStitittional for s-w ich teacher preparation has taken.
t

institutionalizati n o

teadber*eparation was closely tied to. the develop-

ing conceptions of pro essionalization.
helped..7td

That is to say,

The ideas, of the men and women who

shape the/institutional forms were influenced by and in turn influenced

,develqying conceptions o

the,''t, dle of the teacher and the profession of teaching.

s will be descriOesl, the:institutions'created for .the purpose of preparing
:teachera served both to socialize teachers to a particular professional ethos

andro :legitimate to the public the'"profession" of teaching.

suggest here that three paradigms of professionalizatio

may be identified

within the history of teacher4 preparation in the.United States.

The first,

early nineteenth century paradigm, pre7dates the modern conception of;professionalization described above.

This paradigm grew from a traditional religious base

1

authority; this is the paradigm of teaching as a calling.

A secondpara'

digm emerged in the nineteenth century, along with more modern conceptions of
professionalization,j. and

came to dominate in the twentieth; this is the model

of the teather as "expert" and teaching as the application of "scientifically'
determined techniques:

A third paradigmetresses the importance of personal::

creativity and social knob edge.

This, is the model of teaching as a craft in

which the practitioner skillfully blends theory and practice.
Teachingias Calling

the early nineteenth century teachinkwas not consideted,ajul1 7time or

b one:naght perform before entering'

long term prOfe..4.sion; ,rather.it was a

'another profeSsion or while not involved in another occupation, such as,-`farm-i-ilgottrool-ing and teaching-were7still Clea-rly-rpoted=J,n7*eir-reIligious'

origins. Ministers maintained an Interest in teaching, even while the actual
.

job I.Jas taken over by laymen.

It was often a minister, for example, who as

sumedfthe community's task of overseeing the functions of the SchooL

at

Indeed,

that
time'in our history, religion still held 'great authority in the tom_

nunity, and. the church and the ruling class were' closeIy*Indentifiedurti,
1978).

It i?no surprise, then, that the. profeasional:definition of schooling_

which emerged in this period had a religous base.

F.H. Mattingly (1975) describes the efforts of influential schoolmen
develop teaching into a full-time occupation and to establish institutions

A
aimed at the preparation and, improvement of teachers.

f
his work, one

Thrv,)

gains insight into the nineteenth century move toward the profes:,
of teaching.

'Aization

Much of the fdllowing discussion in this"section is based or
/

Mattingly's work.
4

influential citizens to devote

nfluenced sever

A variety of factors

time and energy to the devjopment of the occupation of teaching.
and a commitment to the

Nationalism

4democratic experiment" appeared to demand in_-educated
.

.

e

Populous- InHtheatmosphere

i

,

f-early'nineseenth century refOrm movement$, the

efforts of some went into .the.reform of.SOlOols ah4:-47,e development of teaching
,
r

(Curti7, 197.8)%.'

Hence aloselY definedgrOupof influiential-titizensi-talling

themselves the Friends of:EducatIon; took'_an:interest-in.Sehdainghese;men
tocused public 'discussion on the probleMS.of common. schools and. worked to rally.

support for schooling.
These men of privilege, men such as Samuel May and William AIcott, hoped
ieducate th

public on matters

f education and to provide a forum for edur...
0

eating teachers as well

...,

The'ly4um movement of the period berved'as a model

.

Historical Perspective - 5:

,.teTrovide an institutional farm for the education of the community and'af.
teachers.

This tooKthe form,or vpirt.Intary association for mutual benefit

which-pr ovidedia-forum-for-c4mmunityand:teacheraIiketo=obseryeanotdis-Thejyceum also allowed teachers to

cuss individual teachers and_tea

make connections, bOth toestablith a SenpeOfprofessional:kinship and to
..:enhance advancement possibilities.
_.,

;,

._

;

..

.

Both AltOttand MAY- regarded 'teaching as a '!calling" in'which the

teacher could adequately instruct t-hi4eIfi 'Character; a sense of tlig4pliile

and dedication, not specific skills or practices, was ,seen as .the key to
good teaching.

In fact, the lyceum was intended primarily to educate the

public 'in order that they might intelligently perform their task of ()Ver..

seeing education.

The lyceum did not protide an institutional form 4pecifict

ally, but rather only additionally, to educate teachers.
---

While other "Friends of Education" agreed that teaching was a calling;
some were dissatisfied with'the then,-unsystematic preparation for teaching.,

Preparatin-isyloweVO

trLthe. context of .a calling-i meant the development
4

'commitMent and devotion;.of a

illingtess to- undergo personal Sacrifidd;,it

meant individual conditioning and the development of- self- understanding.
.

,

.

In 1832, Samuel Read Hall, with the support of other influential citik

zens founded the School Agents Society.

'This organization in effect

stab=-

fished' "circuit schools," institutions intended bring the benefits _of established '.seminaries to the people.

Agents travelled a circuit, disseminating

ya

notions Of -educational standards and developing methods of "pr4aring"
teachers.

Again;.-Preparationwas.thciught.of Mate=ik.teria-,Of calling rather
.

\than learning

But the

.

.

.

.

mphasis was on the "aWakening"

en.individuaI'

_._

Pbtential rather_thanthe development of discipline and d dicati6n
From these circuit schools emerged teachers' institut
institutes, rather .than normal schools, whi

t was, these

r role in the

professional development of teaching, n the years before the Civil War.
s.titutes were intended for practicing teachers, few 444 whom had had formal

BY the late IPO's

preparation; during intervals between actual teaching.

They,

they touched more teachers than any other educational institution.

were originally vehicles for awakening and inculcating character, rather
,than _ for,raining
t
specific skills.

By the 18501s, however, a new, generation

of schoolmen came of age: ,To.a large extent these,wew men with experience
in teaching and they brought with them a. shift

.viewpoint from "awakening"

By the 1850's the,teachers,' instituteSi

to training in pedagogy.

the efforts of experienced' vechers; et-tempted to define specifiComeasures'
4

4

J

d

Teacher preparation was coming to be seen as the

/for teacher training.

)

development of effective methodd of;instruCtiOnrather than..the:aWakeiltinC,

.4,Of dedication or the develop ent of discipline4

By tb

18.60 a:teacherin-,
S-,

1

stituteS were'viewed-as necessary for thoSe who did not get to normal
school;

an
",rather than

.

'as primary
primary institutions for educating= teachers
i

gbi4118, in the early nineteenth cent4ry effertsuaketeaching a f0I1-A

(,

ii

,

.1

..

.

,

,-

:

,..

AP

time occupation were begun and aecompanyingthese efforts washe rhetoric,,,-,
P:rofessionelizatioh, in those early

-of'professtonalization.

perceived in religious terms.

years, was

Perhaps 'Henry Barard" 'captured. this

.view

of teaching W4ien he spoke of the need .to dreate a 1!priesthooeof teachers "':

Education was still viewed, in,part at least, as areligious
a
.,, ,,;,%,..
__
_, -,.:_,
endeavOi an&early-effOrts;td professionalize muit..J4,:spen'in this light-.,
(COrtii'1978Y.

A

o

.

__:.--,

.

.

:..

n addition, since efforts tong in recognition A:b:a-Prafession:depena:10On
--

1

a public acknowledgement of thatvoccupadonIs base or-authority, it seems°
reasonable tha

earlyefforts at'professianalizatn were,rooted in' an

accepted source of authority St7theCtime

religious:

°Education as Teuchnical lipOw-bow.

As previously described, teacher

inStiti.ies focused mart and more.-On

teaching skills of teaching;-nehetheless,

n the mid-nineteenth century

-__

.

traditial
Of teaching as a 'Moral caning remained the:basis.7.
On assumptions
OSA
.,...

'of the thinking Of influential sehdoimen...

It was not'assumed thatteaChing'
,

_mechanics of the occupation would lead to. mechanical teachingT-rattel.,

educators believed that good techniques would enable a teacher to be both
moral and professional.

Normal schoOl leadersmalSo emphasized::#d"impbrtance

of dUty-and of calling.

-,:,of:dedicotion

They often maintained a climate of

retreat Within' which a sensezof dedicatiO0 .CouldbebuiZt (Borrowman, 1965.);

The normal schools, however, also efiphasized learning a body of technical
knowledge and by the late' nineteenth century, 'it was the normal school with
this technical' emphasis, which provided"the majcir sacialization into the pro-

fession and the dominant ideology of profesaionalization.
Normal schools grew up in. cl °se' connection with the common school. . Pro-

apective teachers attended: the normal schOol,diteCily from the common school

and then returned tothe'cOmmon school as teachers.: Most often, normal
school students were people who otherwise had\little opportunity for continued
education or lor work-in other:professioni.

Although there were, at one time,

.

-

:many normal school's With d variety of guiding Philosophies, they generally

cometo be,seen as "a symbol of illiberalism and excessive technicalismOr
.

OoroWmfn 1965

p.

20)..

is, despite a variety of ideas about 'the

.vathre of teacher preparation and professionalization
.

.

increasinglyOssociated with teaching technique.
nn

end

teaching pedagogy was
_

Technical know-how became

._

in i tself.

The Osweg-o movement, yhich grofiably best exemplified this
Y.
;,!
approach to .teaeher preparatdon, was-a powerful influente on
teacher Prepara. ..

-tion Iii general"(BorroWmah,, 1965) and on developing conceptions

.

profession-

Grciwing out to this Oswego influence was an etphasis on technique

and the iMportance of direct practice.
Beginning drodnd the turn of the century, norm 1 schooli, in.responsi to

-

demands within the profession for more; qualified

began converting

There was resistance to transferring teacher trai in

teachers' colleges.

existing colleges and universities, in part'slaecaqs5, Of the hope that profession(Haberman and
all.zation would be enhanced by-an emphasis on specializatiolit
Stinnett, 1973).

Teacher"s colleges generally continued the emphasis on techniJ

que and by.,1930 Abraham Flexner

wrote that although the field of

had "degenerated in

begun with great promise;

passion for technical know-how

rf

the hands of Mediocre people

(Borrowman, 1965, P; 14).-

,ncerns were increasingly focused

By the early ,twentieth centurY; educatorf

'wing ,,body of scientific research.

on the syst,etititization of rules based upon a
.Indeed,

education had

ttienCe of educatiOn!", baSed-in the unversities;:began:to develop: and.
.

.

.

to becomes (the baSia for edudators' claims to professItizatxOn and for- the

normal sch(501 curricildum (Borrowman,'1956).
oristic ps,ychology, :particularly

the

Advances ip statics and behavi-

-

,

work of Edward Thorndike, iii

found4iopfor,an edpirical ipproa01 6r.education.

Quantitative studies gained

popularity and, while these kovided reliable information, they,also tended to
All teaching problems, it

create a sense of over-confidence in technique.

Seemed,had rtechnical solutionS and these lay'in the,fievaiopment of particular
f

1

.

traits and skillg as discovered and systematized by educational researchers.
By the mid- twentieth century, most teachers' colleges h d become all pur-

pose colleges and teacper education came to be lodged in -dep rtmentg and schools
f 6ducation within bAipadpurpose institutions of higher education (haberman

end

Stinnett

1973) .

The functions 'of eduCatijnal research, the trainiRg. of
:

,

one roof,.

UniverSitieS;-Meanwhile,:

.

.

edudational 'leaders; and- tefther. training. came tore

had

:moved

:and' more- to-be

-away from

housed unddr.

:the, early.4.iberal

arts

ideal toward-a; greater~ stress on functional cotrse .work and on the research
(131eastein, 1976),

&ice they were

able to 'Absorb:, th,e.;

niuudate :for q)rofeseiOnal, treintrig;-,' BUt this' did not

new

neCesbarily. Move teAcher

' education *grams away from the normal.schooi emphasig on technical education.
_I:.

"
.k-

Undergirded now with tie authority of scientificxefearch, teacher prepara7

tiOn programs continued to emphasis the develoPmehOUskills.and:technlqUe..
lhese-davelopments, w1-thin teacher-preparatioa re

prolesSionalization more generally.

e-cteAllilljft'viErews-en

Modern conceptions ot:prafessionalization

may be related to the breakdown of traditional-forms _of autflpApy such as re

ligion and birthright (81edstein, 1978; Popkewitz, 1982) and to advanCes in
'4

industrial and corporate capitalism and -to

The movement toward

(Larson, 1977).

ognitiye.rationality in Scaence

professionalism

was characterized by-tne

of new criteria for establishing authority and grestige.
industrialists and merchants sought to create and control

Just 'as

markets for their

products, so t o did groups offering a service, such as surgeons and attorneys,
4

seek to create and control a commodity and .'a market.
-

,

Unlike the product of

.

the..industr alist and the merchant-, however; what the

spiring pro: essions

_

;Offered.for sale were:

services they could render.
-

sorry to demonstrate the superiority of one'eype of service over another.

The

acquistion of scientific knowledge, and the credentials to, demonstrate that

one possessed that knowledge, became the new criteria for authority (Bledstein,
1976)..

Scientific knowledee, with its claims to universal and predictable rules.

became the basis for claims to authority, control and power. . The knowledge
.

base of a profession had come to be that which is based on the i:11 es, procedures

and assumptions of the "scientific method."
The rhetoric of teacher education and prof essionalization. gradually chapged

from the rhetoric of a calling to that of science and technology.

Universities

.came to he !wen as cOnters for-thpproduction.of a tetfitio.logy. of.twichinA.

Given this technology, if was argued that pre-service te-aCher could be taught
the skills and knowledge. of effective teaching.
,

-

-

Through a combination of,re-

.

serach ana tralding, educators could strive to train teachers who would
be the experts who could practice theSe skills and implement this knowledge
within specific contexts.

Perspective

Teaching As Craft:

The Inter

Ina 1904 essay, John .Dewey criticized then current practices in teachei
education for their over'temphasis on the immediate practical aim of equipping-

the actual teacher (Dewey, 1974)

Far better, argued Dewey, "to supply the
)

intellectual method and material of.good workmanship, instead of making on
1f7

the spot, ..as it word, an effiCient workman" (Dewey, 1974).

TheIorter

he argued, placed too much attention on that which succeeds or fails from moment
to-mothend

The emphaais On.profidiency,Would distract from thciughtfuI.inquiry

and analysis.

It. would promote intellectual dependency rather than critiOaL

tic ability.

"It is. possible," wrote :Dewey" for a "stUdent to acquire

outward form 4method .without capacity to Put-it to genuinely educative use"
(Dewey, 1974, p. 318);,

Dewey's ideas about teacher education Lit into a third paradigui which
have called Teaching as Craft.

r

In this paradigm, technical skill is viewed

asnecessary, but not sufficient, to gacid teaching'.(see, for examplei.To
1980).

A teacher must develop technical AilIs but ahOuld aVOirlheComing

simply the unthinking iMplementer.o

externally determined procedures;

"For

immediate skill may be got at the cost of power to keep ongrowing" (Dewey,
1974, p. 320).

Educatora within this paradigm de-emphasize reliance on ex-

plicit rule(s and'place emphasis instead on teacher decision-making in the con-

text of particular situations.

Tn.this context, teaching as a craft may be seen as the difference between
-

"knowing how" and fcnowing that" (Popkewitz, 1977)'.

Teacher preparation wou

provide the knowledge base, the principles, for making decisions.
clude a-"liberal"

It would in-

education, one which would provide'btudents with a broad per-=-

spective of time and culture, with an ability to think critically and analytical.

ly, and with a knowledge of the basic principles upon which the science of eduI

--

cation rests.

The idea of stressing a llberal education 'for
teachers was certain* now. new
1_

'ruintiithenitieteenth century, preparation for teaching: meant, simply, receiving,ai liberal education

(Borrowman, 1965).

The importance of a liberal,

edUcation'continued to be implicit In the early views of professionalization
as calling.

j

There was little emphasis on vocational techniques; rather, the

]

dedication-.and discipline which should characteriml the professional teacher

of that era assumed

liberal education.
.

With the development OfOle"Scientific" a7J
prepaiation describedvabo*,

ach to;teaching and teacher'

otiOn of teacher asone

educated became only a secondary focus for most educators. .Systematic rules
and techniques grepeinOre elaborate and requirements for certifying teachers

'developed (Haberman anq Stinnett, 1973). -Attempts to introduce a liberalizing'
component into.ihe profess

nal sequence, by way of foundations courses; often,

made little difference to the wArall emphasis on teaching as a problem of

techniqUe (Borrowman,a956).
Attempts to balance the technical_ emphasis with a;broader, more liberal

view continued through the-twentieth century.

The role

the teacher within

this paradigm was a potentially powerful one.

It involved teaching action

based on independent thought, growing from a broad base of knowledge.

For

some within the paradigm, the role of the teacher was potentially even more.
powerful.

John Dewey in 1899 (Dewey, 1974) and George Counts in 1932 (Counts,

192) both stressed concern with the Social, dimensions of education.
.

Teachers

sh-gUld be prepared for-a role in which they have the power to fashion curriculum and procedures.

In addition, they must learn to see themselves as the

leaders in communicating and implementing demoCratic ideals.

Properly educated,

the teaching profession "has at its disposal, as no ocher group, the knowledge.
and wisdom of the ages"

(Counts, 1982, p. 26).

Teachers must seek power,

Counts argued, and use it wisely and in the interests of the people.

Both

o.

Dewey and Counts-argted fOr the need to Qew.edUdation in the conCeptbroader

social issues and of the potential for change.

They viewed the role of the

-teacher as one who brings about progressive improvements in social life.
tisc_

Teaching, in this paradigm, was not a matter of correct technique or of,

simply implementing the knowledge derived-through other's'-research.

The

_

teacher moves beyond''what works' immediately to developing personal kpoW,

ledge and insight into the psychological and social 'contexts of teaching.
Teachers make decisions mindfully; with anawsrenea:q.of.constralints,
poSsiilities and alternatives.

Furthermore, the teacher works 'to empower children,

Imithicna deMocraiic 'context',': iii offer t'.h'ar':theY'lalight:',gain:ontrolOver

1

halt.

.

..'

social world and.over Cultural change.
N

The problem *integrating theory and practice in,teacher preparation
was suggest-.,/-

ed by Dewey in 1904.

He advised, against introducing pra(A-c.ril-COMPon4ts
too
1

GonifIest students be'idiverted from their
intellectual devei

J-

oit;

When in-

__

troduced, the ptecticalbecodtsrhe data for reflection and
A,tation (Dewey, 1977).

inquiry,. 11-0

/

for iM7

I-:

In this way,.students of edu ation,wouid:be helped

See the interactive relationship between theory and pr -tice,,while
engaged
the craft itself.

The rhetoric within this paradigm of Teaching
as Craft focused less upon
concern with establishing'occupational

credentiali in the public Mind,

professionalization; and more upon enhancing the actual
decision-making power
and abilities of practitioners.

The collective power of the occupation would_

be strengthened by realizing the potential power of .individual
practitioners,
rather than adhering to a set of sceintifically

I

determined preacriptions.

Implications

Given this general'overview of the development of'
teacher education in;
America, several tentative conclusions,
may be suggested.

significance to teacher educators:

First, it is important to' note that the attempt,
to pro,

fessionalize teaching,'

its dominant Paradigms as a calling Or as a science,.

was not.an.attempt-to empoWer

teachers:within tht classroom or beyond it.
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To

z3pecti:,

=

be ,a professional was to be non=kiliticaland noft-ccintroversialThe-teaCher

whowae"called"tO the profession in the early 19th century, wattti behaVe as
a moral exemplar end avoid conflict both. with thecOmmunity and Within the

prcifoinn (Mattingly, 1975): Teachers were in the employ ofi.and under the
control of the community and only by virtue of personal charisma might they ex_

r or authOti.tlrrn their ClasSr66M or communityi
erci6e any real contol

were ti t expected to decide what shonld be taught

f

,t'

consider alternative

goals for education.
Fu'rthermore, eifOrtito profe:asionalize teaching in t
It was men who-parti6.13'aste4. in the-`.Ins

women could observe (Mattingly, 1975); and it was men who were they eduational
.

leaders.

Women were not accorded professional status, in the community or by

the profdsion itself.
In the, years following the Civil War, more and more women joined the ranks
of, teachers; by the turn of the century normal. :Schools were

overtaken

by women

(Mattingly, 1975) and the occupation was still a long way frobprofesSional
status.

Despite,efforts to upgrade the professional status of education, the

'role of the teacher continued to be, perceived as one that did not include edu-

cational leadership, curriculum planning or the development of methods of teach=
ing (Tyack, 1974).

us each of.the two dominant paradigms of prpfessionalization, while
attempting to win recognition for'the occupation generally, tended to preserve
and even obscure the actual powerlessness of the teacher in the

unity.

Indee4, it would appear that the dominant paradigm of profeabionalizatkon in

thetwentieth centurY'haa done lit le to enhance the role of the teacher-with
in the profession, much less in society more generally.
In fact, herin would appear to lie the very irony of professionalization
(see Adler , in press).

The claim of profelsionalism in the twentieth century

hag rested -primarily with claims to scientific' expertise, to a set of principles

to guide .planning, telchingand eValuation

The :curriculum:and methods esta-

biished through scientific research appear to take teachers beyond individu_,

alistic craft into the realm Of scientific and.neutral skills, methods and
_knowledge.

But the quest to dellelop and refine principles of.teaching and

itlearning may have, in practice; the contradict2ry'effect
of taking from teachers

e)
a part

of theircraft.

The production of knowledge. in universities 'and .R & D

centers has perhaps bolsteresl the claim to a cognitive base. but, at theApame

time, it. has contributed to a separation of conception
from practice (Apple,
1983)

Goals, processes and outcomes are defined by people external to the

practice of teaching.

With the rapid growth of prepackaged curriculum
S

materials, teaching is often reduced to management, to the
application of pre'determined procedures to obtain predetermined Outcomes (Gitlin;
1983).

The

production of knowledge is centered, not in places of prattiCe0.but deVeloped
:e1t4Where.and passed on

practitioners., Teachers are expected to apply

eChniqueS:-that'are regarded. as neutral, objective and beyond
human involvement.

Professionalizaiion, as it has dominatelybeen defined in the
nineteenth
and twentieth centuries, has done little to enhance the
autonomy,and power of
the teacher.

In tha twentieth century it has justified a hierarchal status

,structure within the occupation:

This is a structure within which the practi-

tioner, often a woman, has little power ,and little recognition, While

re-1-

searchers and adminigtrators, often men, increasingly code
to control the

knowledge and behaviors of classroom practice.

Thus professionalizaiton itself,

it would, seem, actually contradicts the professional
claims of ,4achers.

FinaIlY, professionalization, has done little
teacher as autonomous professional

resolve the dilevma of

vs. teacher as agent Of the community;

Community control is certainly less capricious thanit Was
in the nineteenth
century, wten few
teachers

r

eachers *Jere expected to stay in one community, and when

very personal lives were under careful scrutiny and control.

It is

.

less oppressive,'perhaps, than intheearIy twentieth century when teaching 'was

often a patronage job and a contract froM'yer,to.year was.uncegtain .(TyaCk
#

-

,

s,,,;.,

.4p74).) Nonetheless, teachers are still held accoUnti4le-to comm unity demandk;

_

2,..
.

*

-,

,

both the lOcaI'community and the4ation.

Yet both the training and' expecta.

.

-

-

,

..

tions of teachers are apolitiall

Pre-service teachers are, by and Iarge4-not

-'"
encouraged to examine .sCheoling, or the. role of the teacher In their political
,-

2

contexts.

.'

With the dominance of technocratic assumptions desc.ribed earlier,

teachers are not encouraged to consider the problems and possibilities o
serving as change agents within a school, muph,less,in. he larger-society.
Given these technocratic'assumptions,,teachers are put in a positibsrof rela.

tive powerlessness on matters of policy and structure.
It would seem, thep, that efforts to legitimate teaching as a.

efforts which stressed first the moral nature of teaching and the
.

_

"scientific," objective nature of teaching.,

have done little to etpower.teacher5i

or provide them with the tools to empower others, An alternative paradigm,
teaching as craft, remains, although, often is overshadowed by the'doMinant:.
technological paradigm.

Perhaps a more thorough examination. of this paradigm,

on the part of tegcher/Lucators is in order.

By liberal here,

r am borrowing

Borroviman'S -(1956)

definition as thigt

perspective of time, community and methogives students a broad
problems of living
to help students see the
I.'S the attmep
doIdgy.
in the broadest context.
and 8f Schooling in pqrticular,

which

.,z
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